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Neither side can catch up.

This is the most desperate thing.

Time is getting longer and longer.

The distance to the super spirit vein is getting closer and closer.
It means hope is getting smaller and smaller.

Time passed by every minute and every second.

half an hour!

One hour!

More than twenty minutes left!
There is still no catching up!

This makes everyone’s heart sink to the bottom!

“No! I can’t go on like this! I have to think of a way!”

Levi Garrison frowned.

“any solution?”

“Now my brain is blank, I can’t think of any way! And the speed of the fighter has been increased to the
highest! What else can I do?”

Said the brain of God.

“Then I can only speed up the fighter! I hope I can bear it!”

Levi Garrison jumped.

Jump out of the fighter plane.

“Boom…”

He punched it out and tried his best to accelerate the Golden Eagle fighter!

The Golden Eagle fighter was launched at a speed that surpassed its own limit…Originally, the Golden
Eagle fighter was flying at the limit speed!

After basically flying this time, the fighter plane was absolutely scrapped.

In fact, all aspects are bearing the limit!

Now Levi Garrison’s full urging has doubled the speed!

It has doubled again at the limit speed!

Can you imagine how close it is?

Cut the time in half.

There is still a chance!

“哢嚓!哢嚓!”

Soon the surface of the Golden Eagle fighter began to crack.

Even the top materials can’t withstand this terrifying pressure!

This speed is really beyond the limit of the Golden Eagle fighter!

Immediately after that, the structure inside the Golden Eagle fighter was shattered little by little.

This scared the driver to death.

